Report
I, MTV, live in Perm, Russia (settlement, the city, the country), applied myself and sent
references for a possibility of work to other people via the website med.grabovoi.tech
the devices of development of concentration of eternal life PRK-1U which are adjusted on
medical profiles from 16.03.2020 to 12.05.2020
1. Used devices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5:
I used all devices which are adjusted on medical profiles in different combinations
depending on a concrete objective during the work with the clients as the doctor. Also
I want to note, and it is important from my point of view that at the same time during
the work on devices I always use a combination of the PRK 1U devices which are
adjusted on me personally according to the sublicense contract and the PRK 1U
devices which are adjusted on medical profiles. It allows me to solve problems in each
case in more complex and holistic approach..
2. - Carried out concentration on lenses of devices;
3. - At the same time carried out concentrations on number series from books by
Grigori Grabovoi: "Restoration of a human body by concentration on numbers",
"Restoration of man’s matter by concentration on number rows", "Number series of
psychological normalisation", "Normalisation of composition of chemical elements by
concentration on numbers" and others;.
4. - Always applied different technologies of control which are in my arsenal for today
using Grigori Grabovoi's methods on work with PRK-1U.
5. Received results:
Improvement of health at each client with various manifestations of a herpes
infection, mixed virus infection (Epstein Barra, strains of an enteroviral infection,
papillomaviruses and other) - here the devices which are adjusted on an immunodeficiency
and a coronavirus work well;
any psychosomatic afflictions - used devices on rejuvenation and events of eternal life;
various old-age changes and symptoms - devices on rejuvenation, an immunodeficiency
and events of eternal life; _oncological processes - devices on oncology, an
immunodeficiency, rejuvenation.
Also today received information on the patient N. living in Moscow. I did not work with
her myself, there wasn’t such a request from her, but I sent her some time ago the link to
devices for independent work, having recommended to work on three devices - a
coronavirus, immunodeficiency and events of eternal life. I communicated with her by
phone, the description of symptoms gave clinical picture of covid19. _Additionally to
independent use of devices I recommended her to accept homeopathic
drugs and inductor of interferon. For the second day of independent work of N. on
devices her state improved, body temperature was normalized, accurate positive
dynamics manifested.
Today before writing this report I decided to call her myself and to learn about the
state of her health. It appears, N. then stopped to work on devices in 2-3 days because of

the improvement of state. But she had weakness and small weight in a thorax.
Therefore N. decided to make thorax KT just in case for an exception of coronavirus
pneumonia. Blood test for antibodies was negative. The results of KT showed 2% of
defeat of the lung tissue on two parties. On the basis of a clinical picture and results of
KT the therapist diagnosed coronavirus infection and appointed antiviral and antibacterial
therapy, appointed also a smear from a pharynx, the result is not known yet. I urgently
advised N. again to begin to work today on PRK 1U devices for a full stop of
replication of a virus and impossibility of its further mutation in an organism.
What conclusion can I draw as the infectiologist on the basis of information on a clinical
picture obtained by me and data of KT?
This example, despite some subjectivity because I as the doctor had no opportunity to
examine the patient and did not supervise her but only made some recommendations and
sent her the access to independent work with devices, allows us to draw certain
conclusions which, from my point of view, can be useful in the most efficient practical
work and scientific developments.
Namely:
1. Work on PRK 1U devices unambiguously promotes considerable improvement of
state at a disease, even with inept nonprofessional and irregular use of them.
2. Combined alternate application of several devices allows to receive more significant result
thanks to combined effect on an organism.
3. Joint professional use by doctors in the practice of the PRK 1U devices which are
adjusted individually and PRK 1U which are adjusted on medical profiles allows to
achieve faster and resistant results (I am based on own medical practice)
4. The therapy combination on PRK 1U devices and naturopathic drugs, and according
to vital indications and traditional chemical pharmaceutical drugs depending on each
case and a clinical picture, leads to the best practical results in restoring health.
__________________________________
Treatment
Always there is a treatment at all acute states, such as different types of a SARS, for
example. As for chronic diseases, so far during the general mode of self-isolation it
was not possible to receive laboratory and tool confirmations. But on the basis of a clinical
picture and subjective data of clients it is possible to speak about considerable
positive dynamics practically in all clinical cases.
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